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About This Game

Immerse yourself in an alien realm where the sights, sounds, and sensations that you experience all become clues for your
survival. Touch a green glow and see its effects. Open a gateway to a new area. Experience new rooms, and descend deeper.
Level by level, tap into your gaming intuition to solve each puzzle. Who or what is the "host" and what is your relation to this

space?

With a focus on experiential-based gameplay, Garrett Fuselier has created a virtual reality to challenge and cherish. The dim
glow of the swelling visuals and the fluctuation of the atmospheric audio (all created solely with voice work) build a new kind of

gaming experience that, like its narrative, grows in intrigue and innovation. Recalling the classic situation-based puzzles
throughout gaming history, you will find no UI, no voice over, and no buttons to press (on your controller).

Inside the world of HOST, you are your only salvation.

The game will stay naturally within the confines of your environment. For the best immersive experience, change your
Chaperone settings to be minimal and dark.
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Title: HOST
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Garrett Fuselier
Publisher:
Garrett Fuselier
Release Date: 1 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 64 bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1060 or equivalent

Storage: 793 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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*Shoots his captain point - blank in his face for no reason whatsoever*. Had high hope but just sits in Planetary view and then
nothing.. This game is not that good glad i only lost 2$ on it. It's more or less abandoned.. Unplayable game. The first 2 games in
these series are ok, but the rest is is just bad. HOG's are a nightmare, since the game doesn't recognize anything you click. And
you can't skip them. This must be the worst Hidden Object game I have ever played.
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Ah, Carmageddon, a game where you don't just race other opponents, but also try to destroy them, and run over hundreds of
innocent pedestrians in the process. Wicked fun. And you are rewarded for all of this, which makes it even more fun. The game
even lets you know how many pedestrians there are on each level, so you can make sure every single one is mangled.

There are some old games that I think have really good looking graphics, even though they aren't very realistic like modern
games. Carmageddon is one of them. There's a grittiness and personallity to the graphics that new games don't have. The lower
detail of the graphics also gives the game a little more challenge, as it can be hard to see things coming up at times (at least
before you get used to the graphics}.

The game can be annoying at times though. I found the vehicle handling\/controls hard to get used to as first. At least with one
car, you can easily get stuck to walls, and have to steer into the wall to get free. That doesn't really stop being annoying. Also if
you go too fast up a steep hill, you can end up launching off and flying way too far, and will end up needing to be recovered.
These minor things don't detract from the fun though.

The game has some good music that goes good with the game. There some rock songs and some electronic songs. But if you
don't like them or get tired of them, you can always turn on some Metal. Metal goes great with this game.

Carmageddon is a lot of fun. If you like games like Postal or GTA. If you like running over people, wrecking cars, and causing
chaos, then you will like this game. If you haven't already played it and don't own it, then you should get it now. Or when it's on
sale.

9.5\/10. worst game ever. 10/10 would play again. -ign. More guns
More stuffs
More Zeds
More airdrops

This is the best DLC for SoD.

I really enjoyed to play it. It make me feels like a Walking dead series.

But.. the Zed cheated!! They can walk through wall.
NPC our side are stupid. They can block your way out and you will get KIA.

anyway.. do not go outside alone. you have to get somebody watch your six.. I bought this game after hearing about it on the Co-
Optional Podcast. I really dig picross puzzles and eat these things up pretty quick. I've done about 25 of the puzzles so far, of the
regular mode. I haven't done any of the other mode yet.

So far, the game isn't that great. Paint It Back is better. The way you fill in the puzzle, the game automatically colors it as you go
along, making it somewhat confusing sometimes as to what you've done and what's left to do. The music is dumb, I turned it off
pretty quick. There aren't any settings to turn the puzzles to a black and white color scheme rather than color, which would have
been much better. Every few puzzles there's an annoying pop-up begging you to sign up for a newsletter. After a few "maybe
laters" I put in a fake email address to make it quit coming back up again and again.

If it was a couple of dollars I'd buy it. I wouldn't buy it at its current price point though.. Well, this game really is what it says on
the tin. It\u2019s a melancholy RPGmaker game. Well\u2026 It\u2019s more a visual novel than a game. There\u2019s
absolutely nothing wrong with that, this is an experience I\u2019d highly recommend, but don\u2019t expect an RPG, because
that is not what you\u2019ll get here. There is hardly any agency. In fact, sometimes control is taken away from the player so
much, that it can be a hassle to try to get to a menu to even save the game! There IS a lot to like here, though. Melancholy
Republic\u2019s maps and environments are stunning. All other RPGmaker games should really strive to match its quality in
that department. The writing is a lot better than you\u2019ll find in most RPGmaker games too, although it can be a bit on the
nose at times, and a lot, though not all, of the characters are one dimensional. The music is good, and gets the job done.
However, it could\u2019ve been mixed better in areas and I didn\u2019t find it particularly memorable overall. The real star of
the show, in my eyes, was the world that the developers created here. I thought the backstory, the lore, the history and politics of
the world were fantastic. This is definitely a world I\u2019d love to learn more about and visit again.. What the f*c@ did I just
play.... This is one of my favourite games of "Choice of..." series. It doesn't feel neither too long nor too short, provides quite a
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lot of options to choose from and various endings. Besides the theme of Chinese martial arts seems enticing to me. If you like
Choose Your Own Adventure type of games, you should definitely give it a try - you will be rewarded.
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